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Motivation
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Conclusions

1. Novel high-level domain-specific languages (DSLs) for
specifying modern packet processing pipeline functionality are deployed to separate the protocol-specification
from underlying switch implementation. These DSLs
rely on an optimizing compiler.
2. Manual optimization of such programs is undesirable
as it requires highly skilled programmers, and is errorprone. This motivates us for the need to support optimization during compilation.
3. Prior work has focused on architecture-independent optimizations. We present a compiler that adds architecturespecific optimizations and compiles a high-level P4 program to a lower-level C-based implementation.

We deploy a two-phased procedure, a configuration phase
and an optimization phase, to improve the application performance.

Control-flow of L2L3-ACL application

• Our results indicate that a compiler can generate
architecture-specific optimized code for P4 applications
when provided with information of available hardware
resources and application characteristics.

Configuration Phase
1. In the configuration phase, the compiler measures the
hardware characteristics of the system by running standard micro-benchmarks.
2. The characteristics measured include: DMA latency, degree of memory level parallelism, and L3 cache and
memory latency for the underlying setup.

• Our Scheduling and prefetching optimizations provide
up to 280 percent gain for applications that were tested.
Figure 2: L2L3-ACL Control-flow[4]

Performance gain due to optimizations

• For the L2L3-ACL application, the scheduling, prefetching and table-combine passes provide an overall gain of
up to 169 percent.

Forthcoming Research
We aim to extend this study∗:

Optimization Phase

• To measure the effect of architecture-dependent optimizations on fairly complex networking applications that
involve multiple flow-diversions in their control-flow.

The compiler deploys the optimizations in three passes.

• To test the effectiveness of optimizations on different machine architectures.
• for applications which use stateful protocols.
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Objectives
We aim to optimize the memory-intensive table look up
operation in the pipeline.
1. Reduce the number of lookup operations per packet by
selectively joining look-up tables.
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memory level parallelism through instruction scheduling and software prefetching.
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